The Planter and The Gael
A programme of poems by John Hewitt and John Montague,
presented by the Arts Council in November 1970 in a number of
towns in Northern Ireland, consisting of an anthology of the two
poets' work. IR the selection of his poems each poet explores his
experience of Ulster, the background in which he grew up and the
tradition which has shaped his work. John Montague defines the
culture of the Gael, John Hewitt that of the Planter. The two bodies of
work complement each other and provide illuminating insight into
the cultural complexities of the Province.
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AND
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an anthology of poems by
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JOHN HEWITT

JOHN MONTAGUE

John Hewitt was born in Belfast in 1907 of County
Armagh stock, the only son of the principal of a
National School. He attended Methodist College, Belfast, and graduated from Queen's University, where
his M.A. thesis was on "Ulster Poets 1800-1870."
From 1930 to 1957 he was on the staff of the Belfast
Museum and Art Gallery, progressing from Art
Assistant to Deputy Director. Since April 1957 he has
been Art Director of the Herbert Art Gallery and
Museum, Coventry.

London. His poetry has appeared in numerous journals and in at least thirty anthologies on both sides
of the Atlantic, from Poems oi Tomorrow (1935) to
the Penguin Book of Irish Verse (1970). He was an
associate editor of Lagan (1945-1946), of The Arts in
Ulster (1951), and poetry editor of Threshold (19571962). His verse-play, The Bloody Brae, was broadcast
in 1954 and produced by the Lyric Players. He edited
and introduced The Poems of William Allingham for
the Dolmen Press in 1967. His unfinished autobiography is called Planter's Gothic. It is interesting to
trace the influence his work had had on a younger
generation of poets and on Seamus Heaney in
particular.

John Hewitt first began to publish poetry in the
Thirties. In the Forties his work and personality provided a necessary focus for the important literary
revival which took place in Ulster then. His volumes
of poetry include Conacre, Compass, Those Swans
Remember, and No Rebel Word. His Collected Poems,
one of the most distinguished collections of recent
years, was published in 1968 by MacGibbon and Kee,

John Hewitt has travelled very extensively on the
continent, visiting museums and ancient monuments.
He has written art criticism for The Studio, Irish
Times, Belfast Telegraph, Art News, arid, more
recently, for Birmingham Post.

John Montague was born in Brooklyn, New York, in
1929, but was sent home to the family farm in County
Tyrone at an early age. There he carried water, drove
cows and won turf like the other boys who went to
Glencull School. He spent the war years in St.
Patrick's College, Armagh, and afterwards went to
University College, Dublin, where he read History and
English, and published his first poems. His first job
was as a film critic, and he has taught and travelled
widely both in America and France. He lives in Paris.

John Montague also enjoys a considerable reputation
as a translator of Gaelic poetry and a writer of short
stories. He has one collection of short stories, Death
of a Chieftain, to his credit so far. He is the editor of
the forthcoming Faber Book of Irish Verse, and is at
present engaged in writing a long poem about Ulster
called The Rough Field. A gramophone record of a
selection of his poems and Seamus 'Heaney's, The
Northern Muse, was issued in 1968 by Claddagh
Records.

His work first came into prominence in the Fifties
when he published Forms oi Exile with the Dolmen
Press. Subsequent collections include Poisoned Lands
{1961) and A Chosen Light (1967), both published by
MacGibbon and Kee. His most recent volume, Tides,
was the Autumn 1970 Recommendation of the Poetry
Book Society.

John Montague's work reflects the landscape of his
youth, the hill farm and neolithic remains of the
Clogher Valley, but it is also resolutely modern. He
brings to Irish poerty a welcome awareness of developments in the international scene. John Montague and
Thomas Kinsella are generally regarded as the two
finest Irish poets of their generation.

JOHN MONTAGUE

THE SEAN BHEAN VOCHT

The Sean Bhean Vocht (The poor old woman) is one
of the traditional symbols for Ireland, most [amiliar
in the eighteenth century patriotic song of that .name.
The phrase in Irish in the first stanza is roughly the

equivalent of R.LP.; during my childhood, there were
still pockets of Gaelic culture surviving in the remoter
areas of the North of Ireland.

As a child I was frightened by her
Busy with her bowl of tea in a farmhouse chimney
corner,
Wrapped in a cocoon of rags and shawls.
'God be good to all of us
'go ndeanaidh dia trocaire ar a anarn'
She rocked to and fro,
A doll's head mouthing under stained rafters.

'Mrs. McGurren had the evil eye,
'She prayed prayers on the black cow:
'It dropped there and died,
'Dropped dead in its tracks.
'She stood on the mearing and cursed the Clarkes
'They never had a good day since,
'Fluke and bad crops and a child born strange.'

'The fairies of Ireland and the fairies of Scotland
'Fought on that hill all night
'And in the morning the well ran blood.
'The dead queen was buried on that hill.
'St Patrick passed by the cross:
'There is the mark of a footprint forever
'Where he briefly stood.'
Eyes rheumy with racial memory;
Fragments of bread soaked in brown tea
And eased between shrunken gums.
Her clothes stank like summer flax;
Watched all day as she swayed
Towards death between memories and prayers
By a farmer's child in a rough play-box.

In the groove a running down record,
Heavy with local history:
Only the scratching now, the labouring breath,
Prophecy rattling aged bones.
Age is neither knowledge nor authority,
Though it may claim both
Weaving a litany of legends against death.
But in high summer as the hills burned with corn
I strode through golden light
To the ogham script of the burial stone:
The grass-choked well ran sluggish redN ot with blood but ferrous rustBut beneath the whorls of the guardian stone
What illusive queen lay dust?

LIKE DOLMENS ROUND MY CHILDHOOD,
THE OLD PEOPLE
VI

Like dolmens round my childhood, the old people.
I

Jamie MacCrystal sang to himself,
A broken song without tune, without words;
He tipped me a penny every pension day,
Fed kindly crusts to winter birds.
When he died, his cottage Wl!S robbed,
Mattress and money box torn and searched,
Only the corpse they didn't disturb.
II

Maggie Owens was surrounded by animals,
A mongrel bitch and shivering pups,
Even in her bedroom a she-goat cried.
She was a well of gossip defiled,
Fanged chronicler of a whole countryside;
Reputed a witch, all I could find
Was her ravening need to deride.
III

The Nialls lived along a mountain lane
Where heather bells bloomed, clumps of foxglove.
All were blind, with Blind Pension and Wireless,
Dead eyes serpent-flicked as one entered
To shelter from a downpour of mountain rain.
, Crickets chirped under the rocking hearthstone
Until the muddy sun shone out again.
IV

Mary Moore lived in a crumbling gatehouse,
Famous as Pisa for its leaning gable.
Bag apron and boots, she tramped the fields
Driving lean cattle from a. miry stable.
A by-word for fierceness, she fell asleep
Over love stories, Red Star and Red Circle,
Dreamed of gypsy love rites, by firelight sealed.

v
Wild Billy Harbison married a Catholic servant girl
When all his Loyal family passed on:
We danced round him singing 'To Hell with King Billy',
And dodged from the arc of his flailing blackthorn.
Forsaken by both creeds, he showed little concern
Until the Orange drums banged past in the summer
And bowler and sash aggressively shone.

Curate and doctor trudged to attend them,
Through knee-deep snow, through summer heat,
From main road to lane to broken path,
Gulping the mountain air with painful breath.
Sometimes they were found by neighbours,
Silent keepers of a smokeless hearth,
Suddenly cast in the mould of death.
VII

Ancient Ireland, indeed! I was reared by her bedside,
The rune and the chant, evil eye and averted head,
Formorian fierceness of family and local feud.
Gaunt figures of fear and of friendliness,
For years they trespassed on my dreams,
Until once, in a standing circle of stones,
I felt their shadows pass
Into that dark permanence of ancient forms.

A LOST TRADITION

OLD MYTHOLOGIES

All around, shards of a lost tradtion:
From the Rough Field I went to school
In the Glen of the Hazels. Close by
Was the bishopric of the Golden Stone;
The cairn of Carleton's homesick poem.

And now, at last, all proud deeds done,
Mouths dust-stopped, dark they embrace
Suitably disposed, as urns, underground.
Cattle munching soft spring grass
-Epicures of shamrock and the four-leaved cloverHear a whimper of ancient weapons,
As a whole dormitory of heroes turn over,
Regretting their butchers' days.
This valley cradles their archaic madness
As once, on an impossible epic morning,
It upheld their savage stride:
To bagpiped battle marching,
Wolfhounds, lean as models,
At their urgent heels.

Scattered over the hills, tribal
And place names, uncultivated pearls.
No rock, or ruin, dun or dolmen
But showed memory defying cruelty
Through an image encrusted name.
The heathery gap where the Raparee,
Shane Barnagh, saw his brother dieOn a summer's day the dying sun
Stained its colours to crimson:
So breaks the heart, Brish-rno-Cree.
The whole landscape a manuscript
We had lost the skill to read,
A part of our past disinherited;
But fumbled, like a blind man,
Along the fingertips of instinct.
The last Gaelic speaker in the parish
When I stammered my school Irish
One Sunday after mass, crinkled
A rusty litany of praise:
Ta an Ghaedilg againn aris.
Tir Eoghain: Land of Owen,
Province of the O'Niall;
The ghostly tread of O'Donnell's
Barefoot gallowglasses marching
To merge forces in DUn Geanainn.
Push southward to Kinsale !
Loudly the war-cry is swallowed
In swirls of black rain and fog
As Ulster's pride, Elizabeth's foemen,
Founder in a Munster bog.

JOHN HEWITT

ONCE ALIEN HERE

THE GREEN SHOOT

Once alien here my fathers built their house,
claimed, drained, and gave the land the shapes of use,
and for their urgent labour grudged no more
than shuffled pennies from the hoarded store
of well rubbed words that had left their overtones
in the ripe England of the mounded downs.

In my harsh city, when a catholic priest,
known by his collar, padded down our street,
I'd trot beside him, pull my schoolcap off
and fling it on the ground and stamp on it.

- The sullen Irish limping to the hills
bore with them the enchantments and the spells
that in the clans' free days hung gay and rich
on every twig of every thorny hedge,
and gave the rain-pocked stone a meaning past
the blurred engraving of the fibrous frost.
So I, because of all the buried men
in Ulster clay, because of rock and glen
and mist and cloud and quality of air
as native in my thought as any here,
who now would seek a native mode to tell
our stubborn wisdom individual,
yet lacking skill in either scale of song,
the graver English, lyric Irish tongue,
must let this rich earth so enhance the blood
with steady pulse where now is plunging mood
till thought and image may, identified,
find easy voice to utter each aright.

I'd catch my enemy, that errand-boy,
grip his torn jersey and admonish him
first to admit his faith, and when he did,
repeatedly to curse the Pope of Rome;
schooled in such duties by my bolder friends;
yet not so many hurried years before,
when I slipped in from play one Christmas Eve
my mother bathed me at the kitchen fire,
and wrapped me in a blanket for the climb
up the long stairs; and suddenly we heard
the carol-singers somewhere in the dark,
their voices sharper, for the frost was hard.
My mother carried me through the dim hall
into the parlour, where the only light
upon the patterned wall and furniture
came from the iron lamp across the street;
and there looped round the lamp the singers stood,
but not on snow in grocers' calendars,
singing a song I liked until I saw
my mother's lashes were all bright with tears.
Out of this mulch of ready sentiment,
gritty with threads of flinty violence,
I am the green shoot asking for the flower,
soft as-the feathers of the snow's cold swans.

AN IRISHMAN IN COVENTRY
A full year since, I took this eager city,
the tolerance that laced its blatant roar
its !amous steeples and its web of girders,
as image of the state hope argued for,
and scarcely flung a bitter thought behind me
on .all t~at flaws the glory and the grace
which ribbons through the sick, guilt-clotted legend
of my creed-haunted, Godforsaken race.
My rhetoric swung round from steel's high promise
to the precision of the well-gauged tool,
tracing the logic in the vast glass headlands,
the clockwork horse, the comprehensive school.

THE GLENS

Groined by deep glens and walled along the west
bJ: th~ bare hilltops and the tufted moors,
this nm of arable that ends in foam
has but to drop a leaf or snap a branch
and my hand twitches with the leaping verse
as hazel twig will wrench the straining wrists
for untapped jet that thrusts beneath the sod.
Not these my people, of a vainer faith
and a more violent lineage. My dead
lie in the steepled hillock of Kilmore
in a fat country rich with bloom and fruit.
My days, the busy days I owe the world,
are bound to paved unerring roads and rooms
heavy with talk of politics and art.
I cannot spare more than a common phrase
of crops and weather when I pace these lanes
and pause at hedge gap spying on their skill
so many fences stretch between our minds.
I fea! their creed as we have always feared
the lifted hand between the mind and truth.
I know their savage history of wrong
~nd ~ould at moments lend an eager voice,
if voice avail, to set that tally straight.
And yet no other corner in this land
offers in shape and colour all I need
for sight to torch the mind with living light.

Then, sudden, by occasion's chance concerted
in er;i.cla.ve of my nation, but apart,
'
th.e jigging dances and the lilting fiddle
stirred the old rage and pity in my heart.
The faces and the voices blurring round me,
the str~ng ha~ds long familiar with the spade,
the whiskey-tinctured breath, the pious buttons,
called up a people endlessly betrayed ·
by our own weakness, by the wrongs we suffered
in that long twilight over bog and glen,
by force, by famine and bv glittering fables
which gave us martyrs when we needed men
by fai~h which had no charity to offer,
'
by poisoned memory, and by ready wit,
with poverty corroded into malice
to hit and run and howl when it i~ hit.
This is our fate: eight hundred years' disaster
crazily tangled as the Book of Kells;
'
the dream's distortion and the land's division
. the midnight raiders and the prison cells. '
Yet like Lir's children banished to the waters
our hearts still listen for the landward bells.

JOHN MONTAGUE

THE COUNTRY FIDDLER

THE SIEGE OF MULLINGAR

My uncle played the fiddle-more elegantly the violinA favourite at barn and cross-roads dance,
He knew The Sailor's Bonnett and The Fowling Piece.

After the Fleadh Cheoil* in Mullingar
There were two sounds, the breaking
Of glass, and the background pulse
Of music. Young girls roamed
The streets with eager faces,
Pushing for men. Bottles in
Hand, they rowed out a song:
Puritan Ireland's dead and gone,
A myth of O'Connor and O'Faolain.

Bachelor head of a house full of sisters,
Runner of poor racehorses, spendthrift,
"" He left for the New World in an old disgrace.
He left his fiddle in the rafters
When he sailed, never played afterwards;
A rural art silenced in the discord of Brooklyn.
A heavily-built man, tranquil-eyed as an ox,
He ran a wild speakeasy, and died of it.
During the depression many dossed in his cellar.
I attended his funeral in the Church of the Redemption,
Then, unexpected successor, reversed time
To return where he had been born.
During my schooldays the fiddle rusted
(The bridge fell away, the catgut snapped)
Reduced to a plaything stinking of stale rosin.
The country people asked if I also had music
(All the family had had) but the fiddle was in pieces
And the rafters remade, before I discovered my craft.
Twenty years afterwards, I saw the church again,
And promised to remember my burly godfather
And his rural craft, after this fashion:
So succession passes, through strangest hands.

In the early morning the lovers
Lay on both sides of the canal
Listening on Sony transistors
To the agony of Pope John.
Yet it didn't seem strange, or blasphemous,
This ground bass of death and
Resurrection, as we strolled along:
Puritan Ireland's dead and gone,
A myth of O'Connor and O'Faolain.
Further on, breasting the wind
Waves of the deserted grain harbour
We saw a pair, a cob and his pen,
Most nobly linked. Everything then
In our casual morning vision
Seemed to flow in one direction,
Line simple as a song:
Puritan Ireland's dead and gone,
A myth of O'Connor and O'Faolain.

• A feast or festival of traditional music.

LIADAN LAMENTS CUIRITHIR
(from the Irish, ninth century)

Joyless
what I have done;
to torment my darling one.
But for fear
of the Lord of Heaven
he would lie with me here.
Not vain,
it seemed, our choice,
to seek Paradise through pain.

SHORT ONES

The Stingy Patron
I have heard
he does not give horses
for poems, but what meanness allowscows.
A Meeting
The son of the King of the Moy
met a girl in green woods on midsummer's day:
she gave him black fruit from thorns
and the full of his arms
of strawberries, where they lay.
In the Margin
Ah, blackbird, it's well for you,
whatever bush holds your nest:
little hermit who clinks no bell,
your sweet soft song brings rest.
From the North
Bitter the wind tonight,
Combing the sea's hair white;
From the North, no need to fear,
The fierce sea-coursing warriors.

I am Liadan,
I loved Cuirithir
as truly as they say.
The short time
I passed with him
how sweet his company!
Forest trees
sighed music for us;
and the flaring blue of seas.
What folly
to turn him against me
whom I had treated most gently!
No whim
or scruple of mine
should have come between
Us, for above
all others, without shame
I declare him my heart's love.
A crackling flame
has consumed my heart:
I will not live without him.

JOHN HEWITT

GLOSS, ON THE DIFFICULTIES
OF TRANSLATION

THE MAN FROM MALABAR

Across Loch Laig
the yellow-billed blackbird
whistles from the blossomed whin.

Here in this Irish room
the man from Malabar
sits crosslegged on the floor
and beats his little drum:
though no drum's here to beat,
his mastery is such
that we imagine it
as true for sight as touch.

'Not, as you might expect,
a Japanese poem, although
it has the seventeen
syllables of the haiku.
Ninth Century Irish, in fact,
from a handbook on metrics,
the first written reference
to my native place.
In forty years of verse
I have not inched much further.
I may have matched the images;
but the intricate word-play
of the original-assonance
rime, alliterationis beyond my grasp.
To begin with, I should
have to substitute
golden for yellow
and gorse for whin,
this last is the word we use
on both sides of Belfast Loch.

To that accompaniment
he lifts a wavering song,
meandering along,
on some heart's errand sent,
a narrow jungle track,
a five-note village mode,
swaying and falling back
as the dark fingers bid.
And somewhere on the rim
of that strange alien cry
a cadence makes its way,
an old song wanders home
to summon to the thought
a country crossroads faira strain some singer caught
out of the misty air.

THE LONG BRIDGE

THE SEARCH

This must have been before, say, 1840,
before the long bridge was taken down
or collapsed, with its twenty-one cracked
arches, and the new one, with four, called
after the young queen, was set in its place.

We left the western island to live among strangers
in a city older by centuries
than the market town which we had come from
where the slow river spills out between green hills
and gulls perch on the bannered poles.

A man approached the bridge slowly
carrying his old father on his back
The old man said: Set me down here;
down here, on the bridge-wall.
The workhouse is a brave step yet.
The man stopped and eased down his load;
and the old man said: It was here
I set my father down on this journey.

It was a hard responsibility to be a stranger,
to hear your speech sounding at odds with your
neighbours;
holding your tongue from quick comparisons,
remembering that you are a guest in the house.

I heard this from the son of the man,
the grandson of the old man, aged himself.
Clearly, it was part of his reality;
he believed every word of it.
Yet, as he was telling me, I realised
it was no more than a variant
of the Balkan folktale
of the peasant dragging his old father
through the orchard by his beard or beating him
(I am acquainted with both versions)
and the old man crying: Far enough.
It was here by the third tree
that I stopped punishing my father.
Perhaps it sounds more dramatic
in the Serbo-Croat.

Often you will regret the voyage,
wakening in the dark night to recall that other place
or glimpsing the moon rising and recollecting
that it is also rising over named hills,
shining on known waters.
But sometimes the thought
that you have not come away from, but returned,
to this older place whose landmarks are yours also,
occurs when you look down a long street remarking
the architectural styles or move through a landscape
with wheat ripening in large fields.
Yet you may not rest here, having come back,
for this is not your abiding place, either.
The authorities declare that in former days
the western island was uninhabited,
just as where you reside now was once tundra,
and what you seek may be no more than
a broken circle of stones on a rough hillside, somewhere.

JOHN MONTAGUE

THE TROUT

CLEAR THE WAY

Flat on the bank I parted
Rushes to ease my hands
In the water without a ripple
And tilt them slowly downstream
To where he lay, light as a leaf,
In his fluid sensual dream.

Jimmy Drummond used bad language at school
All the four-letter words, like a drip from a drain.
At six he knew how little children were born
As well he might, since his mother bore nine,
Six after her soldier husband left for the wars
Under the motto of the Royal Irish, Clear the Way!
When his body returned from England
The authorities told them not to unscrew the lid
To see the remnants of Fusilier Drummond insideA chancey hand-grenade had left nothing to hide.

Bodiless lord of creation
I hung briefly above him
Savouring my own absence
Senses expanding in the slow
Motion, the photographic calm
That grows before action.

And Jimmy's mother was pregnant at the gravesideClear the way, and nothing to hide.
Love came to her punctually each springtime,
Settled in the ditch under some labouring man:
'It comes over you, you have to lie down.'

As the curve of my hands
Swung under his body
He surged, with visible pleasure,
I was so preternaturally close
I could count every stipple
But still cast no shadow, until

Her only revenge on her hasty lovers
Was to call each child after its father,
Which the locals admired, and seeing her saunter
To collect the pension of her soldier husband
Trailed by her army of baby Irregulars.

The two palms crossed in a cage
Under the lightly pulsing gills.
Then (entering my own enlarged
Shape, which rode on the water)
I gripped. To this day I can
Taste bis terror on my hands.

PRb lo

Some of whom made soldiers for foreign wars
Some supplied factories in England.
Jimmy Drummond was the eldest but died younger
than any
When he fell from a scaffolding in Coventry
Condemned, like all his family, to Clear the Way!

0

GLENCULL WATERSIDE

Glen chuil: the Glen of the Hazels.
From the quarry behind the school
The crustacean jaws of the excavator
rummage to withdraw a payload
a giant's bite ...
('Tis pleasant for to take a stroll by Glencull waterside
On a lovely evening in spring (in nature's early pride);
You pass by many a flowery bank and many a shady
dell,
Like walking through enchanted land where fairies
used to dwell.)
Tuberous tentacles
of oak, hawthorn, buried pignut,
the topsoil of a living shape
of earth lifts like a scalp
to lay open
(The trout are rising to the fly; the lambkins sport and
play;
The pretty feathered warblers are singing by the way;
The blackbirds' and the thrushes' notes, by the echoes
multiplied,
Do fill the vale with melody by Glencull waterside.)
slipping sand,
shale, compressed veins of rock,
old foundations, a soft chaos
to be swallowed wholesale,
masticated, regurgitated
by the mixer.
(Give not to me the rugged scenes of which some love
to writeThe beetling cliffs, o'er hanging crags and the eagle in
full flight,
But give to me the fertile fields (the farmer's joy and
pride.)
The homestead and the orchards fine by Glencull
waterside.)
Secret places,
birds' nests, animal paths,
ghosts of children hunkering
down snail glistening slopes
spin through iron cylinders to
resume new life as a pliant stream
of building material.

(These scenes bring recollections back to comrades
scattered wide
Who used with me to walk these banks in youthful
manly pride;
They've left their boyhoods' happy homes and crossed
o'er oceans wide,
Now but in dreamland may they walk by Glencull
waterside.)
A brown stain
seeps away from where the machine
rocks and groans to itself, discolouring the grass, thickening
the current of the trout stream
which flows between broken banks
the Waterside a smear of mudtowards the reinforced bridge
of the new road.

JOHN HEWITT

THE WATCHERS

MY GRANDMOTHER'S

We crouched and waited as the day ebbed off
and the close birdsong dwindled point by point,
nor daring the indulgence of a cough
or the jerked protest of a weary joint;
and when our sixty minutes had run by
and lost themselves in the declining light
we heard the warning snuffle and the sly
scuffle of mould, and, instantly, the white
long head thrust through the sighing undergrowth,
and the grey badger scrambled into view,
eager to frolic carelessly, yet loth
to trust the air his greedy nostrils drew;
• awhile debated with each distant sound,
then, settling into confidence, began
to scratch his tough-haired side, to sniff the ground
without the threat of that old monster, man.
And as we watched him, gripped in our surprise,
that moment suddenly began to mean
more than a badger, and a row of eyes,
a stony brook, a leafy ditch between.
It was as if another nature came
close to my knowledge, but could not be known;
yet if I tried to call it by its name
would start, alarmed, and instantly be gone.

GARTER

I never really liked my mother's mother;
she was too stiff and hard:
a single kindly word from those puckered lips
I never heard.
Slim, handsome, straight as a rush, her soft hair white,
smooth skinned and fresh of cheek,
with purple ribbons threaded in jet-beaded cap,
always in black;
those who knew her acknowledged her the regent
of her grim Methodist God.
The little lead figures on the drawing-room piano
would, when you blew on them, nod.
Possessive of her house and six grown-up children,
she worshipped her eldest son,
but found the fast anchor of her long widowhood
in the second, John.
She faulted and quarrelled with every servant girl
until, in tears, she left,
suspected of trying to seduce the master,
accused of theft.
After twenty years he married, escaped and died
untimely, that good man.
So, when the house was sold and the young widow
pensioned,
her travels began.
Each daughter's home, in turn, became her haven,
till restlessness set in.
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The disagreements flared to rows; she packed her
trunks,
and moved again,
keeping her children in perpetual turmoil,
a disruptive element,
leaving a trail of misunderstanding and malice
everywhere she went.
Yet she always had a pouch in her garter,
stuffed with snippets of clipped verse;
·Tennyson, Whittier, Longfellow, George MacDonald,
the guineas in her purse.
And when at last she died there was scant mourning;
her eldest son already dead,
the family had poured its load of sorrow
over that noble head.
Yet, though I did not like her, nor she me, swearing
I'd come to a bad end,
remembering that satin pouch of poems
I clasp her bony hand.

BETRAYAL

I had a nurse when I was very smallGod only knows how we afforded her,
teachers' salaries being what they were.
Yet we lacked nothing much that I recall.
I loved her well. She always wore a hat,
and prammed me out along the afternoon,
from vast adventures coming home too soon.
My careless chatter put an end to that.
I learned to talk apace. One fated day
my father asked me if the Park was fun.
The simple truth was that our steady run
was to a crony's house a mile away,
where I was loosed from harness and let out
to tumble with my cronies on the floor,
while one of our tall seniors went next door
and brought back six black bottles they called stout
and sweeties for the children. So I told
that we had been where stout and ladies were.
My father called the nurse in, being fair,
and, though he talked a long time, did not scold.
She combed my curls next day and went away,
and I was broken-hearted for a week.
That you should always think before you speak
was something which I learnt a later day.

NO SECOND TROY

Later, more mother's help than mine alone,
our nurse returned, and choked affection woke;
the private games renewed, the secret joke,
each tense with eager effort to atone.
She took my hand now I had grown so much,
and walked safe places with me, never more
to knuckle on that friendly open door.
There was great comfort in that rough hand's touch;
to bath, dry, button me and comb my hair,
set straight the ship's name on my ribboned cap,
to hoist me sleepy on her shiny lap,
and hug me safely past the squeaking stair.
One night there was a row. A shouting man
leaned on our gate and called her out by name.
He hung around for hours. When no one came,
he tossed a bottle on the green sod's span
to shame our house before the neighbourhood.
This final insult was too much to take:
my father said for her sake, for our sake,
she'd better give up living here, for good.
When she was gone, my questing mother found,
beneath the thick flock mattress of her bed,
long rows of empty bottles neatly spread.
Next time the dust-cart had a clinking sound.

JOHN MONTAGUE

AUSCHWITZ,

MON AMOUR

Wie war das moglich?
Auschwitz, mon amour!
A welcoming party of almost shades
Met us at the cinema door
Clicking what remained of their heels.

It takes a decade and a half, it seems,
Even to comprehend one's dreams:
Continual operation on the body of the past
Brings final meaning to its birth at last.

From nests of bodies like hatching eggs
Flickered insectlike hands and legs
And rose an ululation, terrible, shy,
Like children conjugating the verb 'to die'.

That long dead Sunday in Armagh
I learned one meaning of total war
And went home to my Christian school
And kicked a football through the air.

One clamoured mutely of love
From a mouth like a burned glove;
Others upheld hands bleak as begging bowls
Claiming the small change of our souls.
Some smiled at us as protectors.
Can these bones live?
Our parochial brand of innocence
Was all we had to give.
To be always at the periphery of incident
Gave my childhood its Irish dimension; drama of
unevent;
Yet doves of mercy, as doves of air,
Can tumble here as anywhere.

THE CAGE

My father, the least happy
man I have known. His face
retained the pallor
of those who work underground:
the lost years in Brooklyn
listening to a subway
shudder the earth.
But a traditional Irishman
who (released from his grille
in the Clark St. I.RT.)
drank neat whiskey until
he reached the only element
he felt at home in
any longer: brute oblivion.
ALL LEGENDARY OBSTACLES

All legendry obstacles lay between
Us, the long imaginary plain,
The monstrous ruck of mountains
And, swinging across the night,
Flooding the Sacramento, San Joaquin,
The hissing drift of winter rain.
All day I waited, shifting
Nervously from station to bar
As I saw another train sail
By, the San Francisco Chief or
Golden Gate, water dripping
From great flanged wheels.
At midnight you came, pale
Above the negro porter's lamp.
I was too blind with rain
And doubt to speak, but
Reached from the platform
Until our chilled hands met.
You had been travelling for days
With an old lady, who marked
A neat circle on the glass
With her glove, to watch us
Move into the wet darkness
Kissing, still unable to speak.

And yet picked himself
up, most mornings,
to march down the street
extending his smile
to all sides of the good
(non-negro) neighbourhood
belled by St. Teresa's church.
When he came back
we walked together
across fields of Garvaghey
to see hawthorn on the summer
hedges, as though
he had never left;
a bend of the road
which still sheltered
primroses. But we
did not smile in
the shared complicity
of a dream, for when
weary Odysseus returns
Telemachus must leave.
Often as I descend
into subway or underground
I see his bald head behind
the bars of the small booth;
the mark of an old car
accident beating on his
forehead: a mystic wound.

From A NEW SIEGE

Lines of history
lines of power
the long sweep
of the Bogside
under the walls
up to Creggan
the black muzzle
of Roaring Meg
staring dead on
the new Cathedral
the jackal shapes
of James's army
watching the city
stiffen in siege.

Lines of defiance
lines of discord
under Walker's arm
brisk with guns
British soldiers
patrol the walls
the gates between
Ulster Catholic
Ulster Protestant
a Saracen slides
past the Guildhall
a black Cuchulain
bellowing against
the Scarlet Whore
twin races petrified
the volcanic ash
of religious hatred

*
Small shot hath
poured like hail
the great guns
shaken our walls
a spectral garrison
no children left
sick from eating
horseflesh, vermin
curs fattened on
the slain Irish
still flaunting
the bloody flag
of 'No Surrender'
God has made us
an iron pillar
and brazen walls
against this land.
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*
symbol of Ulster
these sloping streets
blackened walls
sick at heart and
seeking a sign
the flaghung gloom
of St. Columb's
the brass eagle of
the lectern bearing
the Sermon on the Mount
on its shoulders
"A city that is
set on a hill
cannot be hid."
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THE COLONY
First came the legions, then the colonists,
provincials, landless citizens, and some
camp-followers of restless generals
content now only with the least of wars.
Among this rabble, some to feel more free
beyond the ready whim of Caesar's fist;
for conscience' sake the best of these, but others
because their debts had tongues, one reckless man,
a tax absconder with a sack of coin.
With these, young lawclerks skilled with chart and
stylus,
their boxes crammed with lease-scrolls duly marked
with distances and names, to be defined
when all was mapped.
When they'd surveyed the land,
they gave the richer tillage, tract by tract,
from the great captains down to men-at-arms,
some of the sprawling rents to be retained
by Caesar's mistresses in their far villas.
We planted little towns to garrison
the heaving country, heaping walls of earth
and keeping all our cattle close at hand;
then, thrusting north and west, we felled the trees,
selling them off the foot hills, at a stroke
making quick profits, smoking out the nests
of the barbarian tribesmen, clan by clan,
who hunkered in their blankets, biding chance,
till, unobserved, they slither down and run

. with torch and blade among the frontier huts
when guards were nodding, or when shining corn
bade sword-hand grip the sickle. There was once
a terrible year when, huddled in our towns,
my people trembled as the beacons ran
from hill to hill across the countryside,
calling the dispossessed to lift their standards.
There was great slaughter then, man, woman, child,
with fire and pillage of our timbered houses;
we had to build in stone for ever after.
That terror dogs us; back of all our thought
the threat behind the dream, those beacons flare,
and we run headlong screaming in our fear;
fear quickened by the memory of guilt
for we began the plunder-naked men
still have their household gods and holy places,
and what a people loves it will defend.
We took their temples from them and forbade them,
for many years, to worship their strange idols.
They gathered secret, deep in the.dripping glens,
chanting their prayers before a lichened rock.
We took the kindlier soils. It had been theirs,
this patient, temperate, slow, indifferent,
crop-yielding, crop-denying, in-neglectquickly-returning-to-the-nettle-and-bracken,
sodden and friendly land. We took it from them.
We laboured hard and stubborn, draining, planting,
till half the country took its shape from us:

Only among the hills with hare and kestrel,
will you observe what once this land was like
before we made it fat for human useall but the forests, all but the tall trees1 could invent a legend of those trees,
and how their creatures, dryads, hamadryads,
fled from the copses, hid in thorny bushes,
and grew a crooked and malignant folk,
plotting and waiting for a bitter revenge
on their despoilers. So our troubled thought
is from enchantments of the old tree magic,
but I am not a sick and haunted man-Teams of the tamer natives we employed
to hew and draw, but did not call them slaves.
Some say this was our error. Others claim
we were too slow to make them citizens;
we might have made them Caesar's bravest legions.
This is a matter for historians,
or old beards in the Senate to wag over,
not pertinent to us these many years.
But here and there the land was poor and starved,
which, though we mapped, we did not occupy,
leaving the natives, out of laziness
in our demanding it, to hold unleased
the marshy quarters, fens, the broken hills,
and all the rougher places where the whin
still thrust from limestone with its cracking pods.
They multiplied and came with open hands,
begging a crust because their land was poor,
and they were many; squatting at our gates,
till our towns grew and threw them hovelled lanes
w~ich they inhabit still. You may distinguish,
if you were schooled with us, by pigmentation,
by cast of features or by turn of phrase,
or by the clan-names on them which are they,
among the faces moving in the street.
They worship Heaven strangely, having rites
we snigger at, are known as superstitious,
cunning by nature, never to be trusted,
given to dancing and a kind of song
seductive to the ear, a whining sorrow.
Also they breed like flies. The danger's there;
when Caesar's old and lays his sceptre down,
we'll be a little people, well out-numbered.

Some of us think our leases have run out
but dig square heels in, keep the roads repaired;
and one or two loud voices would restore
the rack, the yellow patch, the curfewed ghetto.
Most try to ignore the question, going their way,
glad to be living, sure that Caesar's word
is Caesar's bond for legions in our need.
Among us, some, beguiled by their sad music,
make common cause with the natives, in their hearts
hoping to win a truce when the tribes assert
their ancient right and take what once was theirs.
Already from other lands the legions ebb
and men no longer know the Roman peace.
Alone,
I think
though
only a

I have a harder row to hoe:
these natives human, think their code,
strange to us, and farther from the truth,
little so,-to be redeemed

if they themselves rise up against the spells
and fears their celibates surround them with,
I find their symbols good, as such, for me,
when I walk in dark places of the heart;
but name them not to be misunderstood.
I know no vices they monopolise,
if we allow the forms by hunger bred,
the sores of old oppression, the deep skill
in all evasive acts, the swaddled minds,
admit our load of guilt-I mourn the trees
more than as symbol-and would make amends
by fraternising, by small friendly gestures,
hoping by patient words I may convince
my people and this people we are changed
from the raw levies which usurped the land,
if not to kin, to co-inhabitants,
as goat and ox may graze in the same field
and each gain something from proximity;
for we have rights drawn from the soil and sky;
the use, the pace, the patient years of labour,
the rain against the lips, the changing light,
the heavy clay-sucked stride, have altered us;
we would be strangers in the Capitol;
this is our country also, no-where else;
and we shall not be outcast on the world.

CONVERSATIONS
AUGUST 1969

IN HUNGARY,

I

In a back garden at Lake Balaton,
the lamp above the table veiled with flies,
strangers, we sat to watch the full moon rise,
our host, Miklos, a friendly writer, known
from essays in a foreign magazine;
his ready English made us feel at home,
yet fresh-plucked peaches, jar of Cuban rum
confirmed the alien nature of the scene.
The eager talk ran on from book to play,
to language, politics. Then, suddenly,
he leaned to ask: You heard the bulletin?
And added, with no pause for our reply:
Riots in Northern Ireland yesterday;
and they have sent the British Army in.
II

Our friends at Balaton, at Budapest
days later also, puzzled, queried why,
when the time's vibrant with technology,
such violence should still be manifest
between two factions, in religion's name.
It is three hundred years since, they declared,
divergent sects put claim and counterclaim
to arbitration of the torch and sword.

We tried to answer, spoke of Arab, Jew,
of Turk and Greek in Cyprus, Pakistan
and India; but no sense flickered through
that offered reason to a modern man,
why Europeans, Christians, working-class,
should thresh and struggle in that old morass.
III

So failing there, we turned to history:
the savage complications of our past;
our luckless country where old wrongs outlast,
in raging viruses of bigotry,
their first infection; certain tragedy
close-heeled on hope, as by the Furies paced;
blight in the air, and famine's after-taste,
frustration, guilt, and fear, and enmity.
Our keen friends countered with ironic zest:
Your little isle, the English overranour broad plain, Tartar, Hapsburg, Ottomanrevolts and wars uncounted-Budapest
shows scarce one wall that's stood two hundred years.
We build to fill the centuries' arrears.
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